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WHAT DO REGRESSIONS OF INTEREST ON INFLATION SHOW)*
BY THOMAS J. SARGENT
This article investigates conditions under rthich a regression of the zonr ma! interest rate on current
and lagged rates of inflation can be expected to yield a consistent estimate of tile thstrihutd lag on in-
flation which c;:Izratzerizes the formation of expectations of inflation. Not only are those conditions
stringent, but an estimate of a long lag may be made even It/len the lag is actually short. In particular,
the rein: ire slopes of the 'IS" and "Lii' curves affect the rehability of the distributed lag regressions.
I -INTROI)IJCTION
There have been attempts to implement Irving Fisher's [4] doctrine of appreciation
and interest in a variety of recent econometric studies.' The nominal interest
rater,has usually been taken to be the sum of the real rate p, and the public's
anticipated rate of inflationltr,
r, = P1 + 1t
where the subscript denotes the time period to which each variable pertains.
It has usually been posited that the public's anticipated rate of inflation is a dis-
tributed lag of the actual rate of inflation:
P viioge(pt),
where P, is the price level.
Substituting the second equation into the first gives
(0) r1 = Pr + r1loge (
i-
) -0 ',r-i-- I
It has been assumed that p, is statistically independent of loge (!_L!F,),
= 0,..., x., making it possible to treat p1 as a constant plus a statistical residual
in (0). For time series data, equation (0) has then been estimated by the method of
least squares in order to recover estimates of the v1's.
Without exception, the studies using this approach have not delineated the
restrictions on the economic structure that would deliver the condition that
p, is statistically independent of current and lagged rates of inflation, which is
necessary for least squares regression to be a reliable means of estimating the
This paper was financed by a grant to the National Bureau of Economic Research from the
Life Insurance Association of America for a study of the effects of inflation on financial markets.
Useful comments on an earlier draft were made by Christopher A. Sims, E. Philip Howrey, and Phillip
Cagan. E. Philip Howrey generously supplied a copy of his computer program for calculating cross
spectra of dynamic, linear, stochastic systems, which was easily modified to calculate the two-sided
distributed lags reported in the text. This paper is not an official National Bureau of Economic Research
publication since the findings reported herein have not yet undergone the full critical review accorded
the National Bureau's studies, including approval of the Board of Directors.
For example, see Gibson [8], Yohe and Karnosky [19], Friedman [6], and Feldstein and Eckstein
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29v1's in equation (0). It is interesting to examine these restrictions fora couple of
reasons. First, estimation of equation (0) on the basis of data extendingover very
long time periods has produced estimates ofvery long distributions of ri's, so
long, in fact, that it seems difficult to believe that expectationsactually adjusted
as slowly as these estimates seem to imply.2 The estimates thus seem "implausible,"
an outcome that might occur if p7 is not independent of theregressors in (0),
making least squares estimates statistically inconsistent.Second, direct applica-
tions of an econometric test for feedback betweenrand log (P,/P_1) suggest
that it is difficult to maintain thatp, is independent of current and lagged rates
of inflation,3 making it seem likely that thoseestimates of(0) are indeed inconsistent.
This paper studies the restrictions thatare needed to make estimating equation
(0) a reliable means of recovering the ei's, I proceedby studying the problem in the
context of a very simple linear, stochastic aggregative model ofoutput, interest,
and prices. As it turns out, the restrictions requiredto make direct estimation of
(0) a sensible procedure are quite strict.I further show that these conditions
can fail in a way that makes the estimated vi's forma very long lag distribution,
even if the true v1's form a very short lag distribution. Thisfinding provides the
basis for building an explanation of the"Gibson paradox" that is an alternative
to Irving Fisher's.
2. A MODEL OF INTEREST, PRICES,AND INCOME
Let v, denote the natural logarithmof real national output,p, the logarithm
of the price level. k7 the logarithmof the capital stock,j the logarithm of full-
employment national output, L7 the logarithmof the labor supply, andin7 the
logarithm of the money supply,which I take as exogenous;r,denotes the nominal
interest rate itself, not its logarithm,while z7 denotes the expectedrate of inflation. The (n x I) vector Z, consists ofa number of exogenous variables affecting
aggregate demand. Subscripts date each variable.'I'he evolution of theeconomy is described by the followingequations:
(1 L)p,',y7.,) + ,' > 0; (Phillips curve)
=L1 + (I - x)k,, 0 << 1; (Capacity output equation)
-k, = fl0 +(y1_1k11)+U2(r,_1-_) +
P1> 0P2< 0; (investment schedule)
m, -p, =b0 + y7 + b1r7 +trn'b1 (Portfolio equilibrium condition)
ir=V(L)(l - L)p7, V(L)=v1Ii; (expectations of inflation)
- c0 + c1(r7 - it7) +c2Z, + ,
e < 0, c2 a I x a vector. (IS curve)
2For example, see Fisher [4], Friedman[6]. and Sargent [15).
The test is described in Sargent [15J.
290Here we are using the lag operator L defined by the operationLXr
The variables,,c, c,1, and£mlare random terms which we assume are mutually
independent, but not necessarily serially uncorrelated. Theyare assumed to have
zero means and finite variances. Given the random variables and theexogenous
variables L,, Z,, and ,n, equations (1) through (6) forma system that is capable
of determining the movement through time ofy1, 5',,k,, p,,r,, andltr
Equation (1) is a 'Phillips curve" relating the rate of inflationpositively
to the ratio of current output to full-employment output;y can be regarded either
as a scalar or as a polynomial in the lag operator L, i.e., )L) = 0y1Lã. I have
omittedit,as an explicit argument of the Phillips curve, but it is straightforward
to show that including it would simply amount to makingy a particular poly-
nomial in the lag operator.4
Equation (2) explains capacity output via a CobbDouglas production func-
tion. Equation (3) is an investment demand schedule which depicts thepercentage
rate of growth of the capital stock as varying directly with the output-capital
ratio and inversely with the real rate of interest. Equation (3) isa version of a




1(1 - fl)L'-it,1)1 (1 - fl1)L'
so that percentage investment can he written as
fl(1 - L) fl2(1 - L) k,-k,_1




k, - k,_1= 1 (1--13i)iAy,_11 + p2(1 -p1y i(r,_1 -- )
1=0 1=0
+(l -fli)1&k.
where i 1-. L We will regard /J and fl2 as scalars, although the argument will
carry through if they are more general polynomials in the lag operator.
Thus, suppose instead of (I) we have
(I - L)p, = y(y, -,) + On,-f r,,0< 0 < 1.
Substituting forit,from (5) gives
(1 - Lip, = (y, - j,) + OV(L)(1 - L)p, +




Friedman [7] and Phelps [10] have recommended including anticipated inflationas an argument in
the Phillips curve.
291Equation (4) relates velocity inverselyto the nominal rate ofinteresthere we regard h1 as a scalar, though again itcouki easily be COnsideredto be a poly- nomial in the lag operator. Equation(5) explains the formation0! expectationsof inflation via a standardFisher-Cagan extrapolativescheme. Finally,equatiofl (6) is an IS curve relatingaggregate demand directly to thecapital stock, whichis a measure of wealth, and inverselyto the real rate of interest.The Vector Zalso influences aggregate demand,and contains variablessuch asgovcrnrnenpur- chases and taxes.
(a) BEUAVIOR OFTHE MODEL IN THE LONG RUN
We assume that thelabor supply growsexponentially accordingto
- L1 =
Under this assumption,a flonstochastic version ofthe modelPossesses a long-run steady state which,given stability, hesystem will approach fZr and n,-- arc held fixed over time, the stochasticterms being fixed atzero. The determination of steady-stateequilibrium is easily describedby two curves inthe (r- 7r) - (y - k) plane. The firstis a "capitaJ-eqtjilibrjmcurve" which for eachoutput- capital ratio gives thereal interest raterequired to keep capitalgrowing at the same percentage rateas the labor supply. It isfound by setting I, equal to ,z in 3) andsuppressing the randomterm to arrive at
r -= - 11( k)110],
which is a positivelysloped curve in the(r - it)- (y - k) plane. The second scheduleis simply the IScurve, which is downwardsloping in the (rit) - (v-k) plane. Theintersection of thetwo curves determinesthe steady-stateOutput-capital ratio andreal rate of interest.The steady-staterate of inflation is foundby differencingequation (4) andrearranging:
(I - L)p,= (1 - L),n, - (1- L)y - h1 (1 -- L)r1.
In steady-stateequilibrium (1- L)ya and (1 - L)r,0, so that therate of inflation is
(I - L)p1= (1 - "'
In steady state, therole of equation (I) is to determine thesteady-stare gap between output and capacityoutput.
(b) THE SHORTRUN
In the shortrun, the equilibriun
Output-capital ratio and realinterest rate are determined at theintersection of the IScurve with an "LM"curve in the (r - it)- (y - k) plane. To obtain theLM curve, firstdifference equation(4)and substitute for (I- L)p, from equation (1) to obtain5
(1 - L)ni,(1 - L)k,IY[(Y1k,)(j, - k,)]
+ (I - L)(v, - k,) + h1(l - L)(r, - it,) + b1(l- L)ir,,
which is an equation in r,,it1, (y, - k,) and predetermined variables. Notice that
(9) is upward sloping in the (rit) - (y - k) plane. The endogenous variable
it, is easily eliminated from the IS curve (6) and the LMcurve (9) by substituting
for it,
it,V(L)(y, - k,)- (j -
upon making this substitution, (6) and (9) become two equationsin the two
endogenous variables y, and r,. The solution in generalis a non-stationary one,
since in the (r- it) - (y - k) plane, the LM curve usually shifts over time as the
predetermined variables assume new values each period.
(c) RESPONSE OF THE INTEREST RATE TO EXOGENOUS EXPECTEDINFLATION
If equation (5) is dropped and replaced by theassumption that expected
inflation iris exogenous, it is straightforward to derivean equation that depicts
the response of the nominal interest rateto an exogenous change in expected
inflation in the system formed by equations (1), (2),(3), (4), and (5). We simply
find the "final form" equation for the interestrate, which turns out to be
= p + ,1(L)Z, + H(L)rn, + K(L)ir, -i-- u,
where p is a constant, A(L) is a (I x n) vector of one-sided polynomials in the lag
operator. u, is a stochastic term depending on the s's, and H(L) and K(L)arc both
particular one-sided polynomials in the lag operator. The aboveequation is
derived by carrying out the kind of calculations described in Sargent[14]. It
happens that H(L) and K(L) have the properties
H(l)=H. = 0 i0
and
K(l) = = 1,
so that in the long run a once-and-for-all jump in the money supply leaves the
nominal interest rate unchanged but a once-and-for-all jump inexpected in-
flation eventually drives the nominal interest rate upward by the fullamount of
that increase.
Here I am again setting the stochastic terms to zero.
293(d) THE INTEREST-INFLATION RELATIONSHIP
'1 he system consisting of equations (1) through(6) can be written in matrix
form as-
where C(L) is the (6 x 6) matrixof polynomials in the lagoperator on the left of
equation (10). X, is the (6x l)column vector ofendogenous variableson the left side of(10),is the (6 x I) columnvector of constants on the right side of(10),
[0,L1, 0, in,, 0, c2Z,]', and i,= [Er,, 0, c,, - e,,,,, 0, t,]'. We assume that C(L)
is invertible. Then the values oftheendogenous variables in terms of theexogenous variables (the co,'s) and thestructural disturbances are found bypremultiplying (II) by C(L)'
= C(l)+ C(L), + C(L)c,.
Here C(L)is a (6 x 6) matrix ofone-sided polynomials in the lagoperator. Unless C(L) is triangularor block triangular, each element of X,will depend on current and past values of all of thestochastic terms in thesystem. The C(L) matrix in our model, shown in (10),is not block-triangularand so interdepen- dence does in general characterizeour model: each endogenousvariable is in general correlated withcurrent and past values of allstructural disturbances.6 A version of Irving Fisher'sequation is obtained by invertingthe IS curve (6), solving it for the nominalrate of interest and substituting(5) to eliminateit,:
Co r, = -- +V(L)(l- L)p, - c 'c2Z, + c'(y1 - k,) ±c Cl






















































(11) C(L)X, =+ (0, + 1,An alternative version of (13) is arrived at by substituting fory, - k the appro-
priate subniatrjx of(12). Let 5[1,0, - 1,0,0,0]. Then
-=
and consequently we have
(13') = -+ cC(lY+ V(L)(lL)p -cc2Z,
+C1 'C(LY'w + cC(L)c, +
Aversion of(13) is what has usually been estimated by the methodof kast squares
in the literature summarized in section 1. Accordingto (12), such estimates generally
lack statistical consistency since there is in generalnonzero correlation between
p and r. Furthermore, even if,0 = 0, so that only lagged rates of inflation belong
in (13), least squares fails to give consistent estimates unless
,happens not to be
serially correlated. In addition,tis in general correlated with future values ofp,
thus violating one of the conditions required to enable estimating theequation
consistently by a method based on generalized least squares.7
It is straightforward to establish the very special conditionsunder which
least squares estimation of (13) does not turn out to give consistentestimates.
Recall that we are assuming that the disturbancesc,kt',,,andare mutually
independent. On that assumption, least squares will produce consistentestimates
of(13) if the system (10) is block recursive in sucha way that y, k, and Pr are in-
dependent of r,,. This will occur if C(L) in (11), and hence C(L) 'in (12), have only
zeroes in the 4 x 2 submatrix in its upper right hand corner. For then, provided
that,is independent of the random terms appearing in the first four equations,y,
k,j51,and p, will each be independent of current and past values The condition
for the desired block recursiveness is thus that J32 and b1 both equalzero: if they
are interpreted as polynomials in the lag operator, this requires that theco-
efficient pertaining to each lag be zero. The interest elasticity of the demandfor
money must be zero, and so must the elasticity of investment with respect to the
real rate of interest. Notice that as long as,is permitted to be serially correlated,
the required recursiveness cannot be obtained by positing that h1 andfi, are
polynomials in the lag operator with zero weights onzero lags but nonzero
weights on past lags. The conditions for block recursivenessseem quite strict,
but to the extent that they are approximately met, leastsquares estimates of(13)
are approximately consistent.
It is worth emphasizing that the condition that C(L) in (11) be block triangular,
i.e., that f32 == 0, is sufficient to render least squares estimation of (13) a
consistent procedure only ifis uncorrelated with the disturbances in the first
four equations of (10).8 That requirement is quite strict. In particular, it is natural
to expect e51 and ,the disturbances in the investment demand schedule and IS
curve, to be correlated.
While some studies have attempted to estimate what can he construedas
versions of(13) or (13') that include various components of w, a more common
See C. Sims [6].
8 Franklin Fisher stressed this point [3].
295procedure has simply been to regress r, against only current and lagged rates of
inflation in an attempt to estimate the vi's of equation(5)) Theprocedure has
been to estimate by the method of least squaresthe equation
r =+ Jz(p,- - p1 - -)4- u,
i=o
or
r1 =+ h(L)( I - L)p, + u,. h(L) =
where b is a constant and u, is a statistical residual. The estimate ofh(L)is taken
as an estimate of V(L).
Least squares estimates of 1:(L) of(l4) in general do not produce consistent
estimates of the expectations generator V(L) oI(5). In fact, least squares estimates
of Ii(L) are liable to produce spectacularly biased estimates of V(L). Again the
reason for this is that p is not a statistically exogenous variable in (14).
I will proceed by subtracting out the exogenous and systematic parts of the
endogenous variables in the system.1° From (12) we have
X - C(1Y- C(LY'w1=
The vector ,consists of values of the endogenous variables from which the
contributions of the exogenous variables have been deducted. We can think
of the,as being "detrended" data, in the manner of Chow and Levitan'
or we might simply assume in the first place that the exogenous variables are
nonstochastic and contribute nothing to the stochastic properties of the en-
dogenous variables. (The stochastic parts of the exogenous variables cart easily
be thought of as being thrown in with the disturbance terms.)
With the variables in (14) assumed to be replaced with the appropriate com-
ponents of,, we proceed to describe the special conditions under which least
squares estimation of (14) yields an estimateofh(L) that is a consistent estimate
of V(L).In termsof our"detrended" variables, the appropriate version of(13) is
r, = V(L)(l - L)p, + c'(i', - k,) + c's,.
As before c will be uncorrelated with p. y, andk ill?2== 0 in (10). But estima-
tion of(14) involves omitting (v - k) as a pertinent explanatory variable in (16).
This will be a costless omission, in terms of statistical consistency, ify -k is
uncorrelated with p: y -kand p will be uncorrelated if we replace (1) and (2)
with the following two equations:
YE =
(2') = k1 + 0, 0 a constant.
For example, see Gibson [8].
tOIn the calculations reported below, the effects of allexogenous variablesexcept the money
supply are subtracted out. Subtracting Out the effects of theexogenous variables has the effect of making
ii easier for the standard method ofregressing interest on current and lagged inflation to provide a
reliable estimate of V(L), since the bias dueto omitting exogenous variables is assumed away.
See Chow and t.evitan [I].
296Equation (1') states that output always equals full-employmentoutput,. Equation
(2') states that the full employmentoutput- capital ratio is constant over time.
Together, equations (I') and (2') imply that the output-capitalratio is constant
over lime, and so omitting it from (16) is harmless from the point of view of ob-
taining a consistent estimate of I'(L). Now if(a) (I')replaces (I) and (2') replaces
(2) in the first row of(l0), (b)I2 == 0 as before, and (c) the c's are mutually
independent as before, thenv - k is independent of p in (16), and so estimating
h(L) in (14) by least squares producesa consistent estimate of V(L) of(S).
An alternative set of condit ions will also sufficeto make least squares estima-
tion of(14) a sensible procedure. Replace the downwardsloping IS curve (6) by
the infinitely elastic IS curve
(6') r = ir, +
Substituting for7r1from (5) gives
(17) r = V(L)( I-- L)p +cr,.
If(a) equation (6') replaces (6) in the bottomrow of (10), (b) b,= fl2= 0 as before,
and (c) the c's are mutually independentas before, then least squares estimates of
I:(L) in (14) provide consistent estimates of V(L). For thencis independent of p
in (17), making least squares a consistent estiniator of theparameters of (17),
which becomes equivalent in form with (14).
Each of these sets of conditions is very strict. More generally, estimating It(L)
in (14) will not usually provide a consistent estimate of V(L). In fact, the probability
limit of h(L) will in general be a complicated function of all of theparameters of
the model. In addition, /i(L) will really bea two-sided lag distribution. i.e..
h(L) =
so that in (14) nonzero weights would generally occur on future rates of inflation
or logarithms of prices if they were included in the regression. This is symptomatic
of the "feedback" or mutual determination that in general characterizes interest
and inflation in the model summarized by (10).'
An explicit expression for the Fourier transform of 1i(L) can be obtained by
straightforward but tedious calculations. (Such an expression is obtained in [13]).
But inspecting that expression isn't especially enlightening, and onlyserves to
confirm our claim that Ii(L) in general depends on all of the parameters of the
model. (Of course, it also serves as an alternative vehicle for deriving the special
conditions under which Ii(L) = V(L) in large samples). Rather than derive that
expression, here I simply display h( L) functions for various combinations ofparam-
eters. Since the model is linear. Ii(L) can be calculated analytically by extending
the cross-spectral calculations described by Chow and Levitan [I] and Howrey
[9J.13The function (1 - L)h(L) has been calculated for the parameter valuts
2Christopher Sims [17] shows the connection between two-sidedness and feedback.
The cross spectrum i'etween rand p.J(o4. and the spectrum of p.f(w). were calculated analyti-
cally in the same manner used by Howrey [91 and Chow and Levitan [I]. The Fourier transform of
(1 - L)h(L)was then obtained as f,(w)jku). The function (I - L)Ii(L) was then recovered by taking
the Inverse Fourier transform of J,fro)/J(w). (See Fishman [5] for a description of frequency domain
methods in econometrics.) The resulting (I - L)JL) function should be interpreted as what would
emerge from a simulation of infinite length. It is the probability limit of(l - L)J(L).
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PARAMIliR VAtuIx
Phillips curve:= 0.2. a,1, = 0.01
Capacity output: a = 0.75
Investment function:= 0.05, fi, = - 3., a, = 7.07 Ito -
Demand function for money: a ,, = 0.005 nt = 0.99w-t- u,. a,,, = 0.005
Expectations: a,0.5 (ILip,
IS curve: c,, = 0.99c1,, -+ us,, 0.01
* The symbol an, denotes the standard deviation of l:p. etc.
displayed in Table I and for several combinations of the parameters c and h.
The function (1 -- L)h(L) is the response function from p, to r1, since (14) can be
rewritten as
=+ (I -L)it(L)p1 + u,.
The results are reported in Table 2. The calculations assume that all exogenous
variables except the money supply are constant (or that the effects of' all other
exogenous variables have been purged). The money supply is assumed to follow
the process
= 0.99 lit1± 'mz'
where Urni is serially independent and uncorrelated with all other randomterms
in the model. The random term in the IS curve follows the process
= 0.99 -1-
where u, is serially independent and uncorrelated with all other randomterms
in the system. The random terms c, ,and rm are each serially uncorrela(ed and
mutually uncorrelated with each other and withu1 and u,,,.
The interest elasticities of the various schedulesare easily calculated by
multiplying the coefficient on the interest rate by the interestrate itself. I thinkof
the interest rate as being measured asa pure number (e.g., 0.05). SO that with an
interest rate of five percent and a value of h1of - I,the interest elasticitof the
demand for money is 0.05. For all the calculationsreported in Table 2, I have
assumed that V(L) is simply the scalar 0.5,so that expected inflation is 0.5 times
the current rateofinflation:
it, = 0.5(1L)p,.
Table 2 reports (1-- L)h(L) for various (C1, h1) combinations and for the
valuesofthe other parameters listed in TableI. Column (0) reports (I- L)V(L).
which (1- L)h(L) is supposed to estimate. FigureIconsistsofgraphsof iz(L)
for various (c1, b1) combinations formedby adding up the values of h1-
from lag zero upward.'4
None of theh(L)functions reported in FigureIequals I'(L), although as
would be expected fromow- discussion above, It(L) more closely approximates
V(L)the higher in absolute value isc1 (i.e., the flatter is the IS curve) and the smaller
in absolute value is b1 (i.e., thesteeper is the LM curve). Thus, of the h(L)'s shown.
There is a very small error here sincethis calculation assumes, contrary to fact, that theco- efficients on leading values ofp are all zero. The error is imperceptible as faras concerns the graphs shown.
298the one corresponding to c1=---6, b1= -Ibest approximates V(L). On the
other hand, the h(L)'s for h= 21, which correspond to a flatter LM curve,
are very long distributed lags which hear no resemblance to V(L. It is thus possible
for the distributed lag regression of intereston inflation to be a very "long" one
even though expectations of inflation are formed with a very short distributed lag.
Itis worth noting that the (1- L)h(L) functions reported in Table 2 all
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= oh = 21
.6 .6
true V LI = 6.6 = -TAI3LE2
VALUF:s Oi(IL)h(L)ba 'ARIOL5S I.ARAMI1 iRS
(1) (2; (3) (4)
(c1= -6, (c1= -6, (u1 = -I =
6, = - I.) 6, = -2L) 6 = - I) 6 = -21)
I,, - /i /i, - Ii - /i_ -
* All otherparameters assume salues listed in Table I.
by the models with theparameter values assumed in Table 2 wouldmost likely
fail to detect feedback fromr to subsequent p, if subjected to the statisticaltest of Sims [17]. Not being ableto detect feedback from r to subsequentp in such a test is a minimal requirement for beingable to interpret regressions ofron current and past (1L)p, as providing an estimate ofthe distributed lag on inflation
by which the public forms itsexpectation of inflation. The resultsin Table 2
emphasize the fact that that isonly a minimal test, since (I- L)h(L) can be
approximately one-sided and still bea very bad approximation to(l- L)V(L).'5
3. CONCLUSION
This paper has investigatedthe conditions under whicha regression of the nominal interest rateon curre'n and lagged rates of inflationcan be expected to yield a consistent estimateof the distributed lagon inflation which characterizes the formatien ofexpectations of inflation. Thoseconditions have been found to 15 For thes)stems analyied in this paper, theregressions of p on r are also approximatelyone- sided, so that one is likelyto fail to detect feedback eithei from
r to subsequent p or from plo subsequent r b using Sims's test. This
outcome is symptomatic of a system inwhich the only relation between rand p isaCOlitemporaneotis correlation between"innovations.' Sims's test will not detecta feedback which is purelycontemporaneous between innovatjoiisbut in this case, where the entire relation is contemporaneous betweeninnovations the appropriate conclusionfrom Sims's test is that neither the ron p nor thep on r regression can be regarded
as structural (see Sims [171) A caicful application of Sims's test, checkingfor feedback in both theron p and p on r regressions, would thus still leadto the correct cOncljonnamely that it is notappropriate to regard the ronp regression as providing a consistent estimate of thestructural relationship through whichnflatioo intluenves subsequent rates of interest.
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jbe quite stringent. It has also been shown that those conditions can fail in such a
way that interest appears to be a long distributed lag of inflation even where
expectations of inflation arc a short distributed lag of actual inflation. 1-low re-
liable distributed lag regressions of interest on inflation are as a means ofestimating
the response of expectations to inflation depends on the values of a number of
"structural" parameters, paramount among them being the relative slopes of the
"IS" and "LM" curves. Empirical work using data over long time periods has
typically produced estimates of very long lag distributions of interest on inflation.
In light of the results above, a good measure of caution is called for before one
imputes those long lags to long lags in forming expectations of inflation.
Unii'ersitv of' Minnesota
National Bureau of Economic Research
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